We present the first results from the EMPIRE survey, an IRAM large program that is mapping tracers of high density molecular gas across the disks of nine nearby star-forming galaxies. Here, we present new maps of the 3-mm transitions of HCN, HCO + , and HNC across the whole disk of our pilot target, M51. As expected, dense gas correlates with tracers of recent star formation, filling the "luminosity gap" between Galactic cores and whole galaxies. In detail, we show that both the fraction of gas that is dense, f dense traced by HCN/CO, and the rate at which dense gas forms stars, SFE dense traced by IR/HCN , depend on environment in the galaxy. The sense of the dependence is that high surface density, high molecular gas fraction regions of the galaxy show high dense gas fractions and low dense gas star formation efficiencies. This agrees with recent results for individual pointings by Usero et al. (2015) but using unbiased whole-galaxy maps. It also agrees qualitatively with the behavior observed contrasting our own Solar Neighborhood with the central regions of the Milky Way. The sense of the trends can be explained if the dense gas fraction tracks interstellar pressure but star formation occurs only in regions of high density contrast.
INTRODUCTION
Stars form out of dense molecular gas. This is evident from Milky Way studies that resolve individual clouds and isolate star-forming clumps (e.g., see Lada & Lada 2003; Heiderman et al. 2010; Lada et al. 2010; André et al. 2014) . It can also be seen from the good correspondence between spectroscopic tracers of dense gas, like the low-J transitions of HCN and HCO + (Gao & Solomon 2004a,b; Graciá-Carpio et al. 2006; Juneau et al. 2009; García-Burillo et al. 2012; Kepley et al. 2014; Usero et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2015) or higher-J molecular lines (e.g., Zhang et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2015) to tracers of recent star formation in starforming galaxies and Milky Way cores (Wu et al. 2005 (Wu et al. , 2010 . Thus, understanding what sets the equilibrium fraction of gas that is dense and how dense gas relates to star formation across the galaxy population is a crucial next step to understand how galaxies convert their gas reservoirs into stars.
Dense structures within clouds are very compact and thus hard to resolve at extragalactic distances. Spectroscopy of molecules with different density sensitivities offers the best way to systematically pursue this topic in other galaxies. By contrasting emission from lines excited at low density (e.g., low-J CO emission, n eff ≈ 10 2 cm −3 ) with emission from lines excited only at high density (e.g. HCN(1 − 0) emission, n eff ≈ 10 5 cm −3 ), one can gauge the fraction of gas in a beam that is dense, f dense = M dense /M gas . Similarly, by comparing tracers of the recent star formation rate (SFR) to lines that trace the dense gas mass, one can explore variations in the efficiency with which dense gas forms stars, SFE dense = SFR/M dense .
With these goals in mind, we are using the IRAM 30-m telescope 16 to carry out the first wide-area multi- line mapping survey targeting tracers of dense gas across the disks of star-forming galaxies. The "EMIR Multiline Probe of the ISM Regulating Galaxy Evolution" (EMPIRE, Bigiel et al., in prep.) is mapping a suite of density-sensitive transitions in the 3-mm atmospheric window over the full area of active star formation in nine nearby disk galaxies. This paper reports the first results of this survey for the prototype target, M51a (NGC 5194).
EMPIRE's main goals include understanding how f dense and SFE dense depend on environment within a galaxy. The ∼ 30 ′′ beam of the IRAM 30-m, ≈ 1-2 kpc at the distance of our targets, does not resolve individual clouds. However, it does localize quantities related to galactic structure like the stellar surface density, gas surface density, and -to some degree -dynamical environment, allowing one to measure how f dense and SFE dense depend on these factors.
EMPIRE builds on the seminal work by Gao & Solomon (2004a) , who surveyed HCN from the bright regions of active galaxies to show that SFE dense varies weakly among galaxies, while f dense varies strongly. This provided a main piece of observational evidence for a universal gas density threshold for star formation. Surveying similar systems and using the HCO + line, García-Burillo et al. (2012) showed that this situation appears more complex, with SFE dense varying between starburst and normal star-forming galaxies. These surveys targeted whole bright galaxies. For individual pointings across 30 disk galaxies spanning a range of physical conditions, Usero et al. (2015) showed that both f dense and SFE dense within their ∼ 1-2 kpc beam depended strongly on these conditions. Given the apparent dependence of f dense and SFE dense on local conditions, the natural next step must be complete, unbiased maps of a set of galaxies with a wide range of global and local conditions. As the first systematic multi-line mapping survey targeting the whole disks of galaxies, EMPIRE represents this natural next step. This letter demonstrates from complete mapping that both f dense and SFE dense vary systematically across the disk of M51.
OBSERVATIONS
We observed M51 at the IRAM 30-m telescope for 75 hours in seven consecutive runs in July and August 2012 under average summer conditions. We used the 3 mm band of the sideband-separating dualpolarization EMIR receiver (Carter et al. 2012) -(left) IR luminosity, tracing recent star formation, as a function of HCN luminosity, tracing dense gas, for structures from Milky Way cores and Local Group clouds to whole starburst galaxies; compilation from Leroy et al. (2015) . Along with other recent results, our new M51 data extend the observed correlation into the "luminosity gap" corresponding to large parts of galaxies. All data combined scatter about the ratio L TIR /L HCN ≈ 900 L ⊙ (K km s −1 pc 2 ) −1 (gray line; dashed lines show a factor of 3 scatter). (right) Zoom-in on data for the full-galaxy map of M51 and the pointings from Usero et al. (2015) . The typical uncertainty on the HCN luminosity for each line of sight is ∼ 10 5 K km s −1 pc 2 . IR correlates well with HCN luminosity for individual regions, but not all regions show the same IR-to-HCN ratio; both data sets show evidence for a mildly sub-linear slope (see also Chen et al. 2015) , indicating an environment dependent efficiency of star formation in dense gas.
M51 was mapped in on-the-fly mode, with a dump time of 0.5 s and a scanning speed of 9 ′′ /s, which yielded 6 dumps per beam along the scanning direction at the ≈ 28 ′′ angular resolution of the HCO + (1 − 0) line. We covered a field-of-view of ∼ 4.2 ′ × 5.7 ′ at a position angle of −7.5
• centered on (α = 13 h 29 m 52.532
The top left panel of Figure 1 shows the footprint of the map on top of the PAWS 12 CO(1−0) map Pety et al. 2013) , demonstrating that we cover most of the area of bright CO emission in the galaxy.
We reduced the data using the gildas/class software 17 . First, we extracted a 300 MHz-wide window around the rest frequency of each line. We flagged spectra with noise larger than expected from the radiometer equation. The rest of the spectra were gridded into a data cube using a Gaussian kernel with a FWHM one third of the telescope beam and a channel width of 7 km s −1 . We fit and removed a third order baseline using the signalfree part of each spectrum (determined by comparison to 12 CO emission) in the cube.
We convolve all data to 30 ′′ ≈ 1.1 kpc resolution at the 7.6 Mpc distance to M51 (Ciardullo et al. 2002) and adopt an inclination of i ≈ 22 deg. We sample all maps using a common set of hexagonally-packed points spaced by 15 ′′ , or one half beam. For each point, we calculate intensities integrated over the range of velocities with bright 12 CO(1 − 0) emission. Uncertainties in the integrated intensities are estimated using the noise estimated from the signal-free region and the width (∼ 40 km s −1 ) of the integration window. A typical uncertainty for an individual 30 ′′ line of sight in the EMPIRE maps is 0.06 K km s −1 . Note that we do not sigma clip the data or otherwise restrict our measurements to regions of bright HCN emission. We calculate an HCN intensity with an associated uncertainty for every line of sight in the map. In our presentation of results below, we also average these individual lines of sight over large areas (by binning HCN intensity sorted by, e.g., stellar surface density), which yields a signal at high significance. This has the large advantage that our results remain sensitive to faint emission that may not be detected at high significance in individual lines of sight. We rigorously propagate and plot uncertainties in the mean trends, accounting for the oversampling of our data.
In addition to the EMPIRE data, we use the IRAM 30-m map of 12 CO(1 − 0) emission from PAWS and multi-band Herschel imaging (Mentuch Cooper et al. 2012 ), which we combine to estimate the total infrared surface brightness along the line of sight following Galametz et al. (2013) . We also use the THINGS Hi map from Walter et al. (2008) and a map of stellar surface density estimated from Spitzer near-IR photometry by Meidt et al. (2012); Querejeta et al. (2015) using a 3.6µm mass-to-light ratio of ∼ 0.5M ⊙ /L ⊙ , so that Σ ⋆ M ⊙ pc −2 = 350 I 3.6,corr MJy sr −1 . The Herschel and Spitzer data are extremely high signal to noise, so that the dominant uncertainty is the calibration. This is uncertain at the ∼ 5% level, but systematic. Similarly, the CO and Hi data have much higher signal-to-noise than EMPIRE data. The dominant statistical uncertainty throughout the paper is thus that of the HCN Fig. 3. -IR-to-HCN ratio, tracing SFE dense as a function of (left) local stellar surface density, Σ⋆, and (right) molecular-to-atomic gas ratio, H 2 /Hi ∝ CO/Hi. Gray points with black outlines show points in M51 where HCN is detected at S/N> 3. Light gray points with no outline show points with lower S/N. Black open points show lower limits -that is, the measured IR/HCN value is above this value or negative (due to I HCN < 0). A small amount of noise has been added to the y-value of the upper limits to distinguish points. Red points show the binned trend for the M51 data; including upper limits. Blue points show results for the Usero et al. (2015) sample. The disk pointings overlap results for our whole-galaxy map, though M51 has a somewhat lower IR-to-HCN ratio than other galaxies in the survey. Both data sets show that SFE dense appears to be lower in the high surface density, high molecular gas fraction, central, high pressure parts of galaxies.
intensity; we propagate this and show it in the figures and mean trends. Figure 1 shows the integrated intensity maps of HCN (1-0), HCO + (1-0) and HNC (1-0), the three main dense gas tracers in EMPIRE. For comparison, the top left panel also shows the 12 CO (1-0) map from PAWS , tracing the overall distribution of molecular gas. We detect emission from all three dense gas tracers across the disk of M51, with emission brightest in the center and along the spiral arms. All three dense gas tracers align well with the structure of the CO emission, with HCN moderately brighter than HCO + , and both brighter than HNC. CO is far brighter than all three molecules; the map that we show has been scaled by the typical HCN-to-CO ratio of 1-to-30 to bring it onto a common intensity scale with the EMPIRE dense gas maps. Figure 2 compares the amount of dense gas, traced by HCN, to the amount of recent star formation, traced by IR luminosity. In the left panel, we convert each individual sampling point to a luminosity and plot these on the global scaling relation between IR luminosity and HCN luminosity following Gao & Solomon (2004b) and Wu et al. (2005) . The figure shows that our M51 data extend the IR-HCN correlation seen for whole galaxies to much lower luminosities, overlapping work for individual pointings by Usero et al. (2015) and Bigiel et al. (2015) and maps by Kepley et al. (2014, M82 ; see also Chen et al. (2015) , M51). These data help to fill in the "luminosity gap" between individual Galactic cores (Wu et al. 2010) or clouds (Rosolowsky et al. 2011; Brouillet et al. 2005 ) and whole active star-forming galaxies (Gao & Solomon 2004b; García-Burillo et al. 2012) . Across ∼ 8 orders of magnitude in luminosity, the data scatter around roughly the same IR-to-HCN ratio, Gao et al. 2007 ), shown as a thick gray line.
RESULTS
The right panel zooms in on the luminosity-luminosity relationship for only our new M51 data and the disk pointings of Usero et al. (2015) . Here each point shows an individual ∼ kpc sized beam (sampling point) with the black points and error bars showing a running median and the 1σ scatter in bins of fixed HCN luminosity. In agreement with the recent work of Chen et al. (2015) , there is a good correspondence between star formation (IR) and dense gas (HCN) across the disk of M51, with a Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.8 relating the two. At a given HCN luminosity, the 1σ scatter is between a factor of 1.3 at high luminosities and 2 near the low luminosity end. M51 shows similar behavior to the pointings from Usero et al. (2015) , though it is somewhat brighter in HCN than the other galaxies in the sample at intermediate luminosities. This might be a result of the ongoing merger driving gas in M51 to higher densities but also adding turbulence that prevents it from collapsing. In any case, we expect that comparison with the other full-galaxy maps from EMPIRE will illuminate the origin of this offset.
The right panel in Figure 2 also shows that across the disk of M51, the relationship of IR to HCN is not perfectly 1-to-1, showing a high degree of scatter and a mildly sublinear slope. That is, SFE dense as traced by Fig. 4. -HCN-to-CO ratio, tracing f dense as a function of (left) local stellar surface density, Σ⋆, and (right) molecular-to-atomic gas ratio, H 2 /Hi ∝ CO/Hi. For a description of the individual data points see caption of Figure 3 . The disk pointings agree with our results for M51. Both data sets show f dense to depend strongly on local conditions in a galaxy, with the sense of high dense gas fractions in the high surface density, heavily molecular, inner, high pressure regions of M51.
the IR-to-HCN ratio (fixed for diagonal lines) is lower at high luminosities in both our M51 map (by about 60%) and the Usero et al. (2015) sample. Usero et al. (2015) found SFE dense to depend on environment, being lower at high stellar surface densities and high molecular fractions Chen et al. (2015) observed qualitatively similar behavior in their analysis of M51, noting that the IR-to-HCN ratio drops with decreasing radius in the galaxy.
In Figure 3 we show that the same is true for our wholegalaxy map of M51. The IR-to-HCN ratio varies systematically across the galaxy, becoming lower in regions with high stellar surface densities and high molecular fractions. There is good quantitative agreement with the individual Usero et al. (2015) pointings for 30 galaxies. The trend is particularly evident in the binned relation (red); here the error bars reflect propagated statistical uncertainty in the mean, which is dominated by statistical noise in the HCN data.
The amount of dense gas also varies systematically across M51, showing trends opposite to the sense of what we see for SFE dense . Figure 4 shows that the fraction of gas mass in a dense phase increases with increasing stellar surface density and molecular gas fraction, so that at lower galactocentric radii and higher interstellar pressures, more of the gas is dense. Again, the binned (red) trend for M51 shows continuous variation at high significance. This agrees with the scenario proposed by Helfer & Blitz (1997) based on early observations of HCN in the inner regions of a few galaxies, it is quantitatively consistent with the observed results from Usero et al. (2015) and qualitatively consistent with what is seen in our own Galaxy (e.g., Longmore et al. 2013) . It presents a clear challenge to the idea that star formation proceeds in a universal way above a gas density threshold similar to the effective density of HCN(1 − 0).
The very significant trends in the red (binned) points in Figures 3 and 4 emerge from a large set of individual, lower signal-to-noise pointings. Using spectral stacking techniques similar to Schruba et al. (2011) , we have verified that these averaged HCN measurements reflect an astronomical signal; that is, after averaging it comes from a spectral line feature coincident in velocity with CO. Figure 5 shows the results of this stacking for HCN emission from the six lowest stellar surface density bins in Figures 3 and 4 . In each case, the stacking yields a clear, significant astrophysical line signature. We emphasize that this averaging approach is fundamentally similar to what is done to obtain a deep integration with any single dish telescope. In fact, such deep integrations on individual sparse pointings were carried out by Usero et al. (2015) . We show here that the two approaches yield consistent results.
Both stellar surface density and molecular gas fraction correlate with interstellar pressure and anti-correlate with galactocentric radius, so that in M51 SFE dense appears to be lowest and f dense appears to be highest in the high pressure, high surface density regions near the center of the galaxy. Qualitatively, the environment dependence of f dense that we observe may be explained if most of the molecular gas is in approximate equilibrium with the hydrostatic pressure in the galaxy (e.g., Helfer & Blitz 1997; Hughes et al. 2013) . In this case, the higher stellar surface densities and molecular fractions indicate higher interstellar gas pressures, which in turn shifts the overall gas density distribution to higher values (e.g., Elmegreen 1993; Blitz & Rosolowsky 2006; Ostriker et al. 2010; Shi et al. 2011 ). This leads a larger fraction of the gas to be dense. The changing SFE dense may then be explained if star formation only occurs in regions that show a high density contrast relative to Figures 3 and 4 . In each panel, we sum all spectra in an 0.1 dex-wide bin centered at the indicated stellar surface density. To do this, we normalize all spectra by the local mean CO velocity and then average all spectra, including upper limits. Because we average over a large area in the low Σ⋆ bins, each bin yields a high significance detection of HCN intensity, despite the modest signal to noise in each individual beam.
the local mean gas density, a scenario consistent with current turbulent models of star formation (e.g., see Federrath & Klessen 2012; Usero et al. 2015 , for more discussion). Then in the dense parts of galaxies, the average gas cloud may be denser and better at emitting HCN, but the HCN-emitting gas may also no longer correspond to the high density, self-gravitating, immediately star-forming tail of the density distribution.
In forthcoming papers, we test this and competing scenarios using the entire sample of nine EMPIRE galaxies and our full suite of density-sensitive molecular lines. Doing so, we expect to make the most thorough test to date of how physical conditions in the molecular gas depend on galactic environment and, in turn, influence star formation.
SUMMARY
We present new, sensitive maps of M51 in lines sensitive to high density gas. These represent the first result of the IRAM large program "EMPIRE," which aims to use multi-line spectroscopy to relate physical conditions in the cold ISM to star formation in 9 nearby galaxies. Compared to previous work targeting whole galaxies, we confirm a tight scaling between the amount of dense gas, traced by HCN, and the recent star formation rate, traced by IR emission. But we show that the underlying physics are more complex: we show that both the dense gas fraction and the star formation efficiency of dense gas appear to depend on local conditions in the disk of M51. The sense of this trend is a high f dense and a low SFE dense in the high surface density, high molecular fraction parts of the disk. This agrees with work on individual scattered pointings in 30 galaxy disks by Usero et al. (2015) but here the results have no bias, they cover the entire galaxy, and by binning the data we show these relations at very high statistical significance. The result is consistent with the ISM pressure playing an important role in setting the density of the ISM and the ability of dense gas to form stars.
